
Chapter 3

Space

3.1 Basic definitions and results

We say that a language L is in the deterministic (nondeterministic) class
SPACE(f(n)) (NSPACE(f(n))) if there is a TM with a read-only input tape
that decides L and uses at most the first O(f(n)) squares on each of the
work tapes. The standard classes are:

L = SPACE(log(n))
NL = NSPACE(log(n))

PSPACE = !kSPACE(nk)

NPSPACE = !kNSPACE(nk)

and co-NL which contains the complements of all the languages in NL.

We say that a function f : N "# N is space constructible if there exists
a TM M which on any input of length n (i.e., on any x $ {0, 1}n) marks o!
f(n) many squares of the output tape and halts. We also assume that f(n)
uses at most f(n) squares of the tape. We use space constructible functions
as a “ruler” to mark o! how much space we have to do the job. Note that the
usual functions such as log n, (log n)k, nk, 2(log n)k , 2nk , etc., are all space
constructible functions. Thus, unless stated explicitly, we always assume
that our space bounds are constructible functions.

There is no guarantee of termination for space-based classes, as the same
configuration may be repeated, and so the TM find itself in a loop. However,
when space is bounded by f(n), the number of di!erent configurations that
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28 CHAPTER 3. SPACE

may occur on any branch is bounded by 2c·f(n), for some constant c. So
we can implement a counter that increases by one after each step of the
computation, and the TM rejects when the counter exceeds 2c·f(n) (such a
counter requires only O(f(n)) space on some dedicated work tape). Note
that for a space bounded nondeterministic computation, if an accepting
branch exists at all, there is an accepting branch of length at most 2c·f(n).

Exercise 3.1.1 Consider the following three models of computation:

1. Logspace-bounded TMs.

2. Automata with a two-way read-only input head and a fixed finite num-
ber of integer counters. The counters can hold an integer between 0
and n, the length of the input. At each step the automaton may test
each of its counters for zero, and based on this information and its cur-
rent state, it may add one or subtract one from each of the counters,
move its read head left or right, and enter a new state.

3. Automata with a fixed finite number of two-way read-only input heads
that may not move outside the input—the idea is that the input is
repeated on each tape, but only its length really matters for all tapes
but the first one; the other tapes work as counters.

Show that for either deterministic or nondeterministic machines, these three
models of computation are equivalent.

Let Reach = {%G, s, t&|s ! t}, the language of encodings of undi-
rected graphs G with two specified nodes s, t, such that there is a path
in G from s to t. The graph G is assumed to be presented in any one of
the standard ways of encoding graphs, for example as an adjacency matrix.
DirectReach is the problem of reachability where G is a directed graph.
Note that DirectReach is also known as s, t-Connectivity, Maze, etc.

Theorem 3.1.2 DirectReach is NL-complete.

Proof: The following algorithm decides DirectReach in NL.

On input %G, s, t&:
1. u := s
2. while (u '= t)
3. nondeterministically select a vertex v
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CHAPTER 3. SPACE 29

4. if (u, v) /$ E, reject
5. else u := v
6. accept

Next we show that DirectReach is NL-hard1.

To this end we introduce the fundamental concept of a configuration
graph which, for a given TM M and a given input x, is the directed graph
CM,x whose nodes are all the configurations of M on input x, and where
there is an edge (C1, C2) if there is a legal transition of M from configuration
C1 to C2 (i.e., C1 yields C2).

It is obvious that the problem of acceptance of a TM M on input x can
now be viewed as the problem of directed reachability on the configuration
graph CM,x with s being the initial configuration Cinit and t being the ac-
cepting configuration Caccept (the uniqueness of Caccept can be ensured by
putting the machine in a standard form before accepting, for example by
clearing the tapes of all symbols and making the heads move to !).

A configuration graph CM,x for a TM whose space is bounded by f(|x|)
has at most 2c·f(|x|) many nodes (i.e., configurations), and hence an NL
machine has a configuration graph of polynomial size.

Let L $ NL, and let M be the nondeterministic logspace bounded TM
that decides L. We reduce L to DirectReach via

g(x) = %CM,x, Cinit, Caccept&.

This proof is finished in the next exercise. !

Exercise 3.1.3 Complete the last paragraph of the above proof: show that
g is a logspace function. In order to do that you will have to define precisely
the encoding %CM,x, Cinit, Caccept&.

Theorem 3.1.4 (Savitch) DirectReach $ SPACE(log2(n)).

Proof: In fact Savitch’s theorem proves something stronger: for every
f(n) ( log(n), NSPACE(f(n)) ) SPACE((f(n))2). Thus, we can get rid of
nondeterminism at the cost of squaring the space bound.

Define the Boolean predicate R(G,u, v, i) to be T i! there is a path in
G from u to v of length at most 2i. The key observation is that such a path

1With respect to logspace reductions (i.e., !m
L ) which we defined on page 16.
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30 CHAPTER 3. SPACE

exists if there exists a w which is a mid-point of the path. In other words
there exist paths of distance at most 2i!1 from u to w and from w to v, i.e.,

(*w)[R(G,u,w, i " 1) + R(G,w, v, i " 1)].

Using the above recursive definition, the following algorithm computes
the predicate R(G,u, v, i).

R(G,u, v, i):
1. if i = 0 then
2. if u = v, then return T
3. if (u, v) is an edge, then return T
4. else for each vertex w:
5. if R(G,u,w, i " 1) and R(G,w, v, i " 1), then return T
6. return F

Let L $ NSPACE(f(n)), and let M be a TM deciding L in nondetermin-
istic f(n)-space. We have already seen in the proof of theorem 3.1.2 that
such an M has at most 2c·f(n)-many configurations. Thus,

x $ "L ,- R(CM,x, Cinit, Caccept, c · f(n)).

The next exercise finishes this proof. Note that the algorithm implementing
Savitch’s algorithm need not keep the entire graph CM,x on its tape. The
only place where the graph is consulted, is in step 3. of the above algorithm
(to establish if (C1, C2) is an edge). But this can be done on the basis of M
and x alone. !

Exercise 3.1.5 Show that the algorithm in the proof of Savitch’s theorem
is correct (i.e., it computes R(G,u, v, i) correctly) and it requires at most i ·s
space, where s the number of bits required to keep record of a node.

The surprising consequence of Savitch’s theorem is that nondeterminism
does not increase the power of polynomial space.

Corollary 3.1.6 PSPACE = NPSPACE.

As we already saw in chapter 2, satisfiability of Boolean formulas (Sat)
is NP-complete. On the other hand, satisfiability of quantified Boolean
formulas (QSat) is PSPACE-complete.
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A quantified Boolean formula (QBF) is defined by structural induction
as follows: a variable p and constants T (true) and F (false) are formulas,
and if ",# are formulas, then so are: ("), (".#), ("+#), (¬"), (/x"), (*x").
Semantically, *x"(x) 0 ("(0/x)."(1/x)), and /x"(x) 0 ("(0/x)+"(1/x)).

Note that Boolean quantifiers do not increase the power of expressibility;
they only seem2 to allow greater succinctness. For example,

*x1*x2 . . . *xn"(x1, x2, . . . , xn) 0
!

a1a2...an"{0,1}n

"(a1/x1, a2/x2, . . . , an/xn).

Clearly, the RHS is O(2n)-times greater than the LHS.

Let QSat = {%$&| $ is a satisfiable QBF }.
Note that a quantified Boolean formula may not have any free variables,

in which case it is in QSat if it is true.

Theorem 3.1.7 QSat is PSPACE-complete.

Proof: QSat $ PSPACE: try all the assignments recursively (there is a
nice “stack” algorithm to do this). Let A be any language decided by TM
M in space nk. We show A 1 QSat. Let $!c1,!c2,t be a quantified Boolean
formula, where: %c1,%c2 are two groups of variables representing configurations
of M on a particular w (|w| = n), t is a parameter denoting the number of
steps of M , so t 1 2O(nk), and $!c1,!c2,t is true ,- %c1 yields %c2 in at most t
steps. We show how to construct $!c1,!c2,t.

$!c1,!c2,1 is quantifier-free, and formalizes the notion that %c1,%c2 are either
the same configuration, or %c1 yields %c2. (Recall $move in the proof of theo-
rem 2.2.8.) For t > 1, we build our formula recursively as follows: $!c1,!c2,t is
given by:

*%m1[$!c1,!m1,# t
2 $

+ $!m1,!c2,# t
2 $

]

0 *%m1/%x/%y[
"

(%x 0 %c1 + %y 0 %m1)
.(%x 0 %m1 + %y 0 %c2)

#
2 $!x,!y,# t

2 $
].

Therefore, w $ A ,- %$
!cinit,!caccept,2O(nk)& $ QSat. !

2We say “seem” as it is an open question whether Boolean quantification allows to
significantly (i.e., super-polynomially) shorten Boolean formulas.
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32 CHAPTER 3. SPACE

3.2 The inductive counting technique

Let DirectUnReach be the complement of DirectReach, i.e., it is the
language of encodings of G, s, t such that there is no path from s to t.

Theorem 3.2.1 (Immerman-Szelepcsényi) NL = co-NL.

Proof: As DirectReach is NL-complete, DirectUnReach is there-
fore co-NL-complete, so to prove the theorem it is enough to show that
DirectUnReach is in NL.

Suppose we know how many vertices are reachable from s; say k many.
How can we now check that t is not reachable from s? For each vertex,
s = v1, v2, v3, . . . , vn!1, t = vn, guess a path from s to vi. If we managed to
guess a path, increase the counter by 1. (Note that if we ever guess a path
containing t we reject immediately.) If the counter reaches k, but we have
not yet checked vn = t, we know t is not reachable from s, so we accept. If
we reach vn = t, again guess a path from s, and if we guessed a path, we
reject. If we don’t guess a path, and the counter is < k, we reject.

So the question is: how to compute this k in NL? We use the inductive
counting technique. This technique works in stages, computing at stage
i how many nodes are reachable from s with paths of length at most i.
First, we check how many nodes are reachable from s with paths of length 0
(answer: 1, just s). Then, we compute how many nodes are reachable with
paths of length (i + 1) knowing how many nodes are reachable with paths
of length i. Let ki be the number of nodes reachable from s with paths of
length 1 i. For each node v, we try to guess a path of length 1 i from s to
to each u. If we succeed, we increase a counter by 1, and we increase ki+1 if
(u, v) $ E.

If at the end counter < ki, we reject because we did not account success-
fully for all the nodes in the the i-th layer. We repeat this for each v, and
at the end, if all the checks have gone through, we have ki+1. Of course,
the number of nodes reachable from s, is k = kn. Here is the algorithm for
computing ki+1 from ki.

On input i, ki:
1. set ki+1 := 1
2. for every vertex v '= s:
3. set k%

i := 0, TruthValue := F
4. for every vertex u:
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5. guess whether u is in layer i; if guessed “no”, consider next u
6. guess a path from s to u of length up to i;

if the guess failed, reject
7. set k%

i := k%
i + 1

8. if (u, v) is an edge, set TruthValue := T
9. if k%

i < ki, reject
10. if TruthValue = T, set ki+1 := ki+1 + 1

Thus we can establish in NL that there is no path from s to t. !

Exercise 3.2.2 Show that the Immerman-Szelepcsényi theorem can be eas-
ily extended to show that in fact for any f(n) ( O(log n) it is the case that
NSPACE(f(n)) = co-NSPACE(f(n)).

3.3 Interactive Proof Systems: IP

An interactive proof system (IP) is a computation model consisting of two
independent TMs P (the prover) and V (the verifier). The two machines
share a common read-only input tape and a read/write communication tape,
but otherwise operate independently. Each machine has its own private work
tape. In addition, V has access to a private string of random bits, and it
runs in polytime. On the other hand, P has no time or space bounds, but it
must halt, and it must write polysize messages to the communication tape.
The two machines take turns. When it is V ’s turn, it runs for polynomial
time, accessing the random bits whenever it needs to make a probabilistic
decision. At some point it writes a message for P , and then enters a special
state that transfers control to P . Then it is P ’s turn, and they keep taking
turns for a polynomial number of rounds. At the end, V decides to accept
or reject. We assume that P is omniscient, except that it does not know V ’s
random bits.

Formally, we say that a language L has an IP protocol (P, V ) if there
exists a P such that for all x, if x $ L, then Pry[(P, V ) accepts x] ( 3

4 , and
if x /$ A, then for any P %, Pry[(P %, V ) accepts x] 1 1

4 , where P % might be
a malicious prover bent on misleading V , and where y ranges over all the
random strings up to the polynomial bounding the running time of V .

An example of a language with an IP protocol is Sat. On input $, V
requests a truth assignment satisfying $. So P returns a string t obtained,
say, by a brute-force search, and if t " $, then V accepts, and otherwise, V
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rejects. To analyze the error, note that if $ is satisfiable, then P will always
return a satisfying assignment, so in this case the probability of error is 0,
and if $ is not satisfiable, no matter how evil P % is and what devilish tricks
it has up its sleeve, at the end V always tests t, so again the probability of
error is 0.

A more interesting example is GraphNonIsomorphism, where %G,H&
is a “yes” instance if G and H are not isomorphic, i.e., there is no bijection
& : [n] "# [n] such that (i, j) is an edge in G i! (&(i), &(j)) is an edge in
H. Here V chooses a random permutation & , applies it to both G and H to
obtain G% and H %, and then flips a coin to establish which of the two (i.e.,
G% or H %) to send to P . Now P checks if it received an image of G (i.e., G%)
or of H (i.e., H %). If P answers correctly, V goes to the next round, and
otherwise, V rejects. We assume polynomially many rounds.

If the two graphs G,H are indeed non-isomorphic, then P will have no
trouble responding correctly (it can compute whether it got a permutation
of G or of H, just by doing exhaustive search of all &). So in this case V
accepts with probability 1 (i.e., 0 probability of a false negative). But if
they are isomorphic, then all that P can do is guess, and after k rounds it
would have had to guess correctly k times in a row to fool V , and so the
probability of acceptance (i.e., the probability of a false positive) is 2!k, so
for k = 2 we conform to the definition, and for k = 100 the probability of
error is negligible.

3.3.1 IP ) PSPACE

We may assume that P ’s responses are just one bit long (the protocol can
be easily modified so that V asks P for an answer one bit at a time).
Thus, we can think of P as an oracle function P : #& "# {0, 1} that,
whenever queried on the string %x,m1,m2, . . . ,mk&, consisting of the input
string and the history of messages exchanged with V thus far, it answers
lk = P (%x,m1,m2, . . . ,mk&) where lk is 0 or 1.

Thus, the protocol may be described as a tree TP (which depends on
P ) where the nodes are configurations of V , and where V ’s query to the
tape with random bits is modeled by a binary branch (we assume that V
reads the random bits from left to right, never moving left, i.e., it is not
“recycling” the random bits). The probability of a path is the product of
the edge probabilities on that path (1

2 for an edge belonging to a random
branch, and 1 otherwise). The probability of a branch is the product of the
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probabilities on its edges. So the probability of V accepting is the sum of
the probabilities of all the accepting branches (i.e., branches where the last
configuration is accepting).

Regardless of the actual computational power of P (and without really
knowing what P is), we can compute the largest possible number of accept-
ing branches for any polynomially long sequence of query responses, and if
their fraction is ( 3

4 , we accept, and if it is 1 1
4 we reject. By the correctness

of the original (P, V ) protocol, we know that one or the other is always the
case.

To compute this optimal number of accepting branches, we examine all
possible P ’s, which in this context means examining all possible strings of
polynomial length over {0, 1}. (Each such string models a particular oracle
P , where the i-th bit is the answer to the i-th query.) In polynomial space
we can consider all such P ’s, and compute the fraction of accepting branches
for the corresponding TP . (This can be done by a depth-first strategy, since
each branch is of polynomial length, and each configuration is of polynomial
size.) Note that this also shows that while we assumed that P is all but
omnipotent, in fact it is enough to assume that P works in PSPACE.

3.3.2 PSPACE ) IP

This direction is more complicated. We are going to prove that QSat,
which we showed in theorem 3.1.7 to be PSPACE-complete, is in IP. We
are going to do it using a technique called arithmetization, which consists in
translating Boolean formulas into multi-variable polynomials3.

We take a QBF formula $ and first of all modify it so that negations
occur only in front of variables (this is easy using de Morgan laws), and then
translate it recursively into an algebraic expression p". A single variable x
is translated into x, and ¬x into (1 " x), i.e., px = x and p¬x = (1 " x),
respectively. Furthermore,

p(#'$) = p# · p$,

p(#($) = p# + p$,

p)x# = $a"{0,1}"(a/x),

p*x# = #a"{0,1}"(a/x).

3We are also going to be using the technique of arithmetization in section 5.3.2 to prove
that bounded-depth circuits of polynomial size cannot compute parity.
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Note that p# is a syntactic object, just as " is a syntactic object; the
$,# are there to shorten the expression. Let value(p#) be the actual value of
the expression (i.e., the semantic interpretation using standard arithmetic).
Note that value(p#) ( 0.

Exercise 3.3.1 Show that value(p#) > 0 i! " is true. Note that when we
say “" is true”, the tacit assumption is that it does not have free variables.

Exercise 3.3.2 Show that value(p#) < 22|p!|. Note that this bound is too
big to be of use to the verifier in an IP protocol.

When convenient, we are going to write x =k y to mean x = y (mod k).

Exercise 3.3.3 Show that for all a $ (0, 22n ) there exists a prime number
k $ [2n, 23n] such that a '=k 0. (Hint. You may use without proof the fact
that for every m there are at least

3
m prime numbers 1 m, and the Chinese

Reminder Theorem; see theorem 8.2.9, on page 134.)

The protocol starts as shown in figure 3.1 (see footnote4).

Prover Message Verifier
compute a = value(p#)
find an appropriate
prime k $ [2n, 23n] and
certificate of primality b
let â = a (mod k)

â,k,b=-
check that â > 0,
k $ [2n, 23n] and b is a
correct certificate

prove value(p!) =k â,=

Figure 3.1: Initial exchanges of the protocol.

4Note that in light of the recent result showing that Primes are in P ([MA04]) it is
not really necessary to use Pratt’s theorem (theorem 8.2.5) and a certificate of primality;
V can verify directly whether k is a prime. Furthermore, V has a source of random bits,
so if V were disposed not to use the polytime algorithm for Primes nor Pratt’s theorem,
V could always use the randomized Rabin-Miller algorithm; see section 7.1.2.
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So now P must establish for V that it is indeed the case that â =k

value(p#). This is going to be established in several rounds. In each round,
one of the following cases takes place.

• If " = ("1+"2) then P sends â1, â2 and V verifies that â1 ·â2 =k â, and
now requests that P prove that value(p#1) =k â1 and value(p#2) =k â2.

• If " = ("1 . "2) then same thing happens, except that V verifies that
â1 + â2 =k â.

• If " = /x"1(x), then P sends a polynomial poly#1
(x) that purportedly

is equal to p#1(x). Then V checks that poly#1
(0) · poly#1

(1) =k â.
Now V selects a random r $ Zk, and requests that P prove that
value(p#1(r)) =k poly#1

(r).

• If " = *x"1(x), then the same thing happens as in the previous case,
except that V checks that poly#1

(0) + poly#1
(1) =k â.

At the end, V accepts if the values of the variables returned by P are
consistent with the r-assignments given by V . For example, suppose that
the formula in question is /x(x+ x), which is obviously false. Suppose that
P claims that â = value(p)x(x'x)) = 6, the prime is k = 7, and P sends the
polynomial x2+2, i.e., P claims that poly(x'x)(x) = x2+2. So now V checks
that poly(x'x)(0) · poly(x'x)(1) = (02 + 2)(12 + 2) = 6, selects 1 $ Z7, and
wants to verify that value(p(x'x)(1)) = poly(x'x)(1) = 3. And now P is in
a jam, because there is no way it can convince V that value(p(x'x)(1)) = 3,
since 1 · 1 '= 3, not even for ready money.

Note that there is one potential problem. Consider the translation of
the formula /x/y1/y2 . . . /yk"; it is $x$y1$y2 . . .$yk", and so the related
polynomial in x is of degree 2k. To keep the degree of the polynomials
small, we show that any QBF can be put into an equivalent simple form
which means that between any variable and its quantifier there is at most
one universal quantifier.

Exercise 3.3.4 Show that any QBF can be put in simple form in polytime.
Show that the translations of a simple formula of length n are such that the
degree of the polynomials are always bounded by 2n.

Finally, observe that false negatives occur with probability 0, since if "
is true, then all that P has to do is behave well, and communicate honestly,
and V will accept. On the other hand, if " is false, then the only sensitive
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moment is when P sends the polynomial poly#1
(the / and * cases). It could

happen that the polynomial is incorrect, but nevertheless value(p#1(r)) =k

poly#1
(r), i.e., r is a root of the polynomial value(p#1(x)) " poly#1

(x) over
Zk. (Here is where we have made use of the fact that k is a prime, so Zk

is a field.) Since k ( 2n and the degree of the polynomial is at most 2n,
it follows that the probability of this taking place is at most 2n

2n , and hence
small for large n.

3.4 Answers to selected exercises

Exercise 3.1.3. Order the configurations lexicographically, so they are
numbered 1, 2, . . . , p(n), where p is a polynomial. Construct the adjacency
matrix of the graph by putting a 1 in position (i, j) if configuration Ci yields
configuration Cj. Note that a logspace bounded TM can still work with a
polynomial size configuration graph: the machine need not keep a copy of
the entire configuration graph; the graph can be given implicitly by M and
x, and whenever the machine needs to establish whether (C1, C2) is an edge,
it can do so on the basis of M,x, without having to examine the entire graph.
Furthermore, it can check whether there is a path from Cinit to Caccept in
polynomially many steps.

Exercise 3.3.4. Using de Morgan laws we can move (in logspace) all the
negations to be in front of variables (and cancel double negations, ¬¬x = x).
Now we want to transform the formula so that between any variable and
its point of quantification, there is at most one universal quantifier. We do
this from the outside in, larger subformulas first, introducing a lot of new
dummy variables. For every subformula of the form /x"(x, %y), where the
variables %y are free, we introduce a new set of variables %y% and transform the
formula to be /x[*%y%

$
i(yi 4 y%i) + "(x, %y%)]. Note that the %y% are quantified

inside the /x, and the %y occur exactly once and just inside the /x.

3.5 Notes

Exercise 3.1.1 is based on [Koz06, chapter 5]. For more details on the proof
of theorem 3.2.1 see [Pap94, Theorem 7.6]. For more details on the proof of
IP = PSPACE see [Koz06, Lectures 16 & 17] and [SP95, Chapter 21]. Also
[Bab90] contains an interesting account of the discovery of this result.
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